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The Vatican receives criticism from Catholics and from Americans 
overall for its handling of the recent reports of sexual abuse of 
children by priests; most think it’s done a poor job. But majorities 
of Catholics and Americans say that has not affected their views of 
the Catholic Church, and positive views of Pope Benedict XVI among 
Catholics have risen since March. 
 
Few Catholics say views of their religion generally or their 
involvement in their church has been affected by the reports of abuse. 
While four in ten Catholics say the recent abuse reports have caused 
them to doubt the Vatican’s authority, only about one in ten have 
questioned their Catholicism, become less involved in their church’s 
activities, attended Mass less often or donated less money.   
 
THE VATICAN’S HANDLING OF ABUSE BY PRIESTS 
 
The Vatican has come under widespread criticism for its handling of a 
series of recent allegations of child sexual abuse by Catholic 
priests.  Two-thirds of all Americans, and most Catholics, think the 
Pope and the Vatican have done a poor job handling this issue.  
Catholics who attend Mass at least once a week are more divided. 
 

VATICAN HANDLING OF CHILD SEX ABUSE BY PRIESTS 
    Total  Catholics  Weekly Mass 
 Good job  13%  31%   45%   
 Poor job  66  58   44 
 
But despite these criticisms, the Vatican’s handling of these recent 
reports has not changed how most people feel about the Catholic Church 
overall.  More than a third of Americans say the Vatican’s handling of 
the issue has made them more negative toward the Catholic Church, but 
even more, 52%, say it has made no difference.  And among Catholics, 
just one in five thinks worse of the Church as a result of the 
Vatican’s handling of this issue. 
 

HOW HAS VATICAN’S HANDLING OF RECENT CHILD SEX ABUSE REPORTS 
MADE YOU FEEL ABOUT THE CATHOLIC CHURCH? 

     Total  Catholics  Weekly Mass 
 More positive   4%   8%   12% 
 More negative  36  20   10 
 No effect   52  69   77 
 



Some Americans and Catholics see an improvement in how the Church 
handles such matters. Half of Americans, and most Catholics, think the 
Vatican are now trying to prevent child sex abuse rather than cover up 
the problem.  But when asked what they have done in the past, 
majorities of Americans and Catholics think the Vatican engaged in 
covering the problem up rather than preventing it. 
 

VATICAN MAINLY TRYING TO…? 
       Total    Catholics    

Now 
Prevent child sex abuse 50%  75%     
Cover up the problem  33  17     

 
In the past 
Prevent child sex abuse  6%  16% 
Cover up the problem  80  74 

 
Views of U.S. bishops’ response are similar. 
 
And just under half of Catholics think both the Vatican and U.S. 
bishops are doing a better job handling the issue now than they have 
in the past.  Similar percentages think there has been no difference. 
Among Americans overall, 31% think the Vatican has improved, and 26% 
think bishops in the U.S. have; more see no difference. 
 

HANDLING OF CHILD SEX ABUSE BY PRIESTS:  NOW VS. THE PAST 
     Total  Catholics  Weekly Mass 
 The Vatican 
  Better now  31%  49%   57%  
  Worse now   5   4    3 
  No difference 46  42   33 
 
 U.S. Bishops 
  Better now  26%  43%   57% 
  Worse now   5   3    4 
  No difference 47  48   34 
 
Many do not think the problem is a thing of the past.  Nearly three in 
four Americans, and more than half of Catholics, think that child 
sexual abuse by Catholic priests is an ongoing problem.   
 

IS CHILD SEX ABUSE BY PRIESTS STILL A PROBLEM TODAY? 
    Total  Catholics  Weekly Mass 
  Yes  73%  55%   44%  
  No  14  30   41 

 
Looking ahead, 82% of Catholics have at least some confidence that the 
Vatican can prevent future cases of child sex abuse by priests, 
although only 37% have a lot of confidence.  Among Americans overall, 
54% are confident. 
 
 



CONFIDENCE IN THE VATICAN PREVENTING 
FUTURE CHILD SEX ABUSE BY PRIESTS 

    Total  Catholics  Weekly Mass 
 A lot   14%  37%   52% 
 Some   40  45   39 
 Not much/none 39  14    7 
 
CATHOLICS AND THEIR FAITH 
 
While Catholics may fault the Vatican for its handling of reports of 
child abuse, few say the reports have had a negative impact on their 
views of the Catholic Church overall, and even fewer still say they 
have become less involved in their religion or their local church as a 
result. 
 
Two in five Catholics say the recent reports of sexual abuse have 
caused them to doubt the authority of the Vatican – but still, a 
majority says the reports have not caused them to do so. Among 
Catholics who attend Mass weekly, just 28% have doubted the Vatican’s 
authority.   
 

RECENT ABUSE REPORTS CAUSED YOU TO DOUBT VATICAN’S AUTHORITY? 
(among Catholics) 

   All  Weekly Mass 
Yes  40%  28% 
No  55  69 

 
Despite the pontiff’s leadership role in the Church hierarchy, 77% of 
Catholics say a person can be a good Catholic yet not accept the 
Pope’s authority.  
 
Few report any impact on their own faith or involvement in the 
Catholic Church.  Just one in 10 Catholics say that as a result of the 
recent reports of child abuse, they have questioned whether they would 
remain in the Catholic Church.  Almost all Catholics who attend Mass 
weekly say they have not questioned whether they would remain in the 
Catholic Church. 
 
RECENT ABUSE REPORTS’ LED TO QUESTION REMAINING IN CATHOLIC CHURCH? 

(among Catholics) 
     Yes   9% 
     No  86 
 
Similarly, nearly all Catholics say the reports have not affected how 
comfortable they are around their own parish priest. 
 

RECENT ABUSE REPORTS’ EFFECT ON COMFORT WITH OWN PRIEST? 
(among Catholics) 

More comfortable   4% 
Less comfortable   6 
No effect   88 

 



Fewer than one in ten Catholics report they are less likely to be 
involved in the Church or attend Mass because of the recent reports of 
abuse. 
 

RECENT ABUSE REPORTS’ EFFECT ON…? 
(among Catholics) 

Involvement in Church activities 
More likely   9%  
Less likely  11 
No effect   77 

 
Mass attendance 

More likely   4% 
Less likely  10 
No effect   82 

 
79% of Catholics say they or other family members in their household 
have given money to a Catholic parish or organization in the past 
year, and most Catholics say their financial contributions to the 
Church have stayed the same.  14% say they have given less to the 
Church because of the recent sexual abuse reports. 
 

RECENT ABUSE REPORTS’ EFFECT ON DONATIONS TO CHURCH? 
(among Catholics) 

Increased    2% 
Decreased   14 
Stayed the same  79 

 
More than four in 5 Catholics with children say that it is at least 
somewhat important that their children practice Catholicism, including 
39% who say that is very important to them.   
 
And for most Catholics, their children’s involvement in Catholicism is 
unchanged by the recent scandals. Just one in ten who have children 
under age 18 says the recent reports have made them less likely to 
encourage their children to get involved in the Catholic Church’s 
activities in their community. 
 

RECENT ABUSE REPORTS’ EFFECT ON ENCOURAGING CHILDREN’S  
INVOLVEMENT IN CHURCH ACTIVITIES 
(among Catholics with children) 

More likely   1% 
Less likely  11 
No effect   87 
 

Four in five Catholics with children under 18 say they would be 
comfortable if their child was alone with their parish priest. 
 
VIEWS OF THE POPE AND CHURCH LEADERSHIP 
 
By more than two to one, Pope Benedict XVI receives overall favorable 
views from America’s Catholics, and they view him more favorably than 



they did last month, when more were undecided. In March, 27% of 
Catholics were favorable, 11% unfavorable, and 55% unsure.  
 
Views of the Pope are more negative among Americans overall. 
 

VIEWS OF POPE BENEDICT XVI 
         Catholics 
    All  Now  3/2010 
Favorable   16%  43%  27% 
Unfavorable  24  17  11 
Unsure/haven’t   
 Heard enough  59  38  55 
 
Nearly half of Catholics say the Pope’s leadership has been a mixed 
blessing for the Church so far, neither helping nor hurting.  25% say 
the Pope has helped the Church, while 15% say he has hurt it.  
 
And Pope Benedict XVI’s leadership is not viewed as positively as that 
of his predecessor, Pope John Paul II, in 2002. But at that time, Pope 
John Paul had been serving as pontiff for more than two decades. 
 
  HAS POPE BENEDICT’S LEADERSHIP HELPED OR HURT CHURCH? 
     (Among Catholics) 
   Pope Benedict Now  Pope John Paul II, 4/2002 
 Helped  25%     46% 

Hurt   15      5 
Mixed   48     42 

 
But America’s Catholics differentiate between the Vatican and their 
parish priest.  Six in ten feel their local parish priests are in 
touch with their needs, but they are less likely to see the Vatican 
that way.  More than half feel Rome is out of touch with the needs of 
Catholics.  
 
   IN TOUCH OR OUT OF TOUCH WITH CATHOLICS? 
    (among Catholics) 
     Vatican  Local Priests 
 In touch   35%    60% 
 Out of touch  54    33 
 
Still, Catholics are mainly positive about the Church’s general 
leadership, though many are unsure. Weekly Mass attendees are very 
positive about the Church leadership. 
 
   VIEWS ON CATHOLIC CHURCH’S LEADERSHIP 
    All  Catholics  Weekly Mass 
Favorable   13%  42%    62% 
Unfavorable  38  22    13 
Unsure/haven’t    
 Heard enough  46  33    23 
 
 



THE U.S. BISHOPS RESPONSE 
 
As they do with the Vatican, Americans and Catholics think bishops in 
the U.S. are now focusing on preventing abuse. U.S. bishops have taken 
some concrete steps in that direction; in the U.S., anyone now wishing 
to enter a seminary to become a priest must undergo an intensive 
background check and psychological testing. Eight in 10 Catholics 
think this policy is about right. 
 
Catholics are less supportive of a policy that permanently removes 
from the ministry any priest who has ever sexually abused a child, 
bars him from performing priestly duties, but allows him to remain a 
priest. 48% think this policy is about right, but 47% think it does 
not go far enough in punishing priests. Regardless, 59% of Catholics 
do not know enough to say whether this policy is being enforced.  
 

VIEWS ON U.S. POLICIES TOWARD CATHOLIC PRIESTS 
(Among Catholics) 

         Not  About 
Too far  far enough right 

Background check &  
testing of potential priests   2%  15  79 
 
Priests who have sexually abused   
child removed from ministry     2%  47  48 
 
FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO ABUSE? 
 
Americans and Catholics alike do not view child sexual abuse as a 
problem unique to the Catholic Church.  Seven in 10 Americans overall, 
and nearly nine in 10 Catholics, think child sexual abuse is just as 
common in other walks of life. 
 

IS CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE MORE COMMON 
IN THE CATHOLIC CHURCH THAN IN OTHER WALKS OF LIFE? 

    Total  Catholics  Weekly Mass 
  Yes  19%   8%    6% 
  No  72  88   89 
 
Catholics think celibacy and homosexuality play some part in child 
sexual abuse by priests, but fewer than a third think either is a 
major factor. Just 31% of Catholics say celibacy among priests is a 
major factor that contributes to child sex abuse, and 30% say 
homosexuality is a major contributing factor.  
 
Only men are allowed to be priests in the Catholic Church, and just 
17% of Catholics think this is a major factor that contributes to 
child sex abuse by priests. In fact, more than half do not think this 
is a contributing factor at all. 
 
 
 



FACTOR CONTRIBUTING TO CHILD SEX ABUSE BY PRIESTS? 
(Among all Catholics) 

Major  Minor  Not a factor 
Celibacy      31%  28  35 
Homosexuality    30%  23  37 
Only allowing men to be priests 17%  27  53  
 
Catholics who attend Mass at least once a week are even less likely 
than Catholics overall to think these factors contribute to child sex 
abuse by priests.  
 
CHURCH DOCTRINE 
 
Large majorities of Catholics would change some specifics of Church 
doctrine pertaining to the priesthood. Two-thirds of Catholics would 
allow priests to marry, and six in ten would allow women to be 
ordained as priests. Most weekly Mass-goers agree. These views are 
roughly the same today as they’ve been for the twenty years since CBS 
News first asked the question. 
 
    SUPPORT CHANGING CHURCH RULES: 
   ALLOWNG PREISTS TO MARRY & WOMEN PRIESTS?… 
    (Among Catholics) 
     All Catholics  Weekly Mass 
Would let priests marry  67%    58% 
 
Would allow women priests  59%    54% 
 
A majority of Catholic women favor the ordainment of women, as do a 
majority of Catholic men.  
 
Most Catholics (nine in ten) are unaware that the Vatican is now 
conducting a study of nuns. The few Catholics who know of it are 
generally supportive. 
 
MEDIA COVERAGE 
 
While Americans overall think the media reporting on the allegations 
of sex abuse has been accurate and fair, Catholics are more critical. 
More than half of Americans say the news media has accurately reported 
the stories about child sex abuse by priests, but fewer Catholics – 
41% - agree, and 46% of Catholics think the media has blown the issue 
out of proportion.  Catholics who go to Mass at least once a week are 
even more critical of the media; 58% think media reports about child 
sex abuse by priests are overblown. 
 

NEWS MEDIA REPORTS ABOUT CHILD SEX ABUSE 
      All  Catholics Weekly Mass 

Accurate    53%  41%  31% 
Blown out of proportion 30  46  58 
Don’t know    17  13  11 

 



More generally, 64% of Catholics think the news media has been harder 
on the Catholic Church compared to other religions. But more than half 
of Americans overall think the media have treated all religions the 
same.  
 

COMPARED TO OTHER RELIGIONS, THE MEDIA HAS BEEN … CATHOLIC CHURCH 
    All  Catholics Weekly Mass 

Harder on  34%  64%  75% 
Easier on    7   3   1  
Same   51  30  23 

 
___________________________________________________________________ 
This poll was conducted among a random sample of 1079 adults nationwide, interviewed 
by telephone April 28-May 2, 2010.  Phone numbers were dialed from RDD samples of both 
standard land-lines and cell phones.  The error due to sampling for results based on 
the entire sample could be plus or minus three percentage points.  The error for 
subgroups is higher.   
 
An oversample of Catholics was interviewed, for a total of 412 interviews. The results 
were then weighted in proportion to the adult population. The margin of error for the 
sample of Catholics is five points. This poll release conforms to the Standards of 
Disclosure of the National Council on Public Polls. 
 



CBS NEWS/NEW YORK TIMES POLL 
Americans, Catholics React to Reports of Child Sex Abuse 
April 28 – May 2, 2010 
 
q1-8 RELEASED SEPARATELY 
 
q9 Is your opinion of the leadership of the Catholic Church favorable, not favorable, 
undecided, or haven't you heard enough about the leadership of the Catholic Church yet to 
have an opinion? 
 

  ** TOTAL RESPONDENTS ** 
                             Total    Catholics        
                               %       %           
Favorable                     13      42 
Not favorable                 38      22 
Undecided                     25      25 
Haven't heard enough          21       8 
Refused                        3       3 
 
q10 Is your opinion of Pope Benedict the Sixteenth favorable, not favorable, undecided, 
or haven't you heard enough about Pope Benedict yet to have an opinion? 
 

Mar10c1 
 % 

Favorable                     16      43      15 
Not favorable                 24      17      24 
Undecided                     29      21      26 
Haven't heard enough          30      17      31 
Refused                        1       2       4 
 
q11 What religion were you brought up in? 
 
Protestant       53       5 
Catholic                      31      94 
Jewish                         3       0 
Other                          6       0 
None                           6       1 
Don't know/ No answer          1       0 
 
reli What is your religious preference today 
 
Protestant     50   0 
Catholic                21 100  
Jewish     2      0         
Other              5   0 
None      18    0  
Don't know/ No answer    4   0   
 
q12 Do you think of yourself as a strong Catholic, or a not very strong Catholic? 
 
                                      Catholics        
                                       %           
Strong                                54 
Not very strong                       44 
DK/NA                                  2 
 



q13 Overall, do you think the leadership of Pope Benedict has helped the Church, hurt the 
Church, or has it been a mixed blessing? 
 
                                      Catholics        
                                       %           
Helped                                25 
Hurt                                  15 
Mixed blessing                        48 
Don't know/ No answer                 12 
 
q14 In general, do you think the Vatican is in touch with the needs of Catholics today, 
or is it out of touch? 
 
In touch                              35 
Out of touch                          54 
Don't know/ No answer                 11 
 
q15 In general, do you think most parish priests in the U.S. are in touch with the needs 
of Catholics today, or are they out of touch? 
 

Apr02c 
 % 

In touch                              60      65 
Out of touch                          33      27 
Don't know/ No answer                  7       8 
   
q16 Are you in favor of or opposed to letting Catholic priests get married? 
 

Apr05a 
Favor                                 67      67 
Oppose                                20      27 
Don't care (Vol.)                      8       3 
Don't know/No answer                   5       3 
   
q17 Are you in favor of or opposed to letting women be ordained as Catholic priests? 
 
Favor                                 59      60 
Oppose                                33      35 
Don't care (Vol.)                      2       1 
Don't know/No answer                   6       4 
 
q18 Do you think that someone who does not believe in the authority of the Pope can still 
be a good Catholic, or not?  
 

Sep95b 
Yes                                   77      76 
No                                    19      22 
Don't know/ No answer                  4       2 
 



q19 How important is it to you that your children practice the religion you brought them 
up in -- very important, somewhat important, or not important? 
 

  ** AMONG THOSE WITH KIDS ** 
                             Total    Catholics        
                               %       %                                                        
Very important                40      39 
Somewhat important            29      44 
Not important                 29      14 
No religion (Vol.)             1       0 
Don't know/No answer           1       3 
 
q20 Would you be comfortable if your child was alone with your parish priest, or would 
that make you uncomfortable?  
 

 ** AMONG CATHOLICS WITH KIDS UNDER 18** 
Comfortable                           79       
Not comfortable                       16       
No children (vol.)                     0       
Don't know/ No answer                  5        
 
q21-22 BLANK 
   
q23 How closely have you been following the news about the recent reports of past sexual 
abuse of children by Catholic priests - very closely, somewhat closely, not very closely, 
or not at all? 
 

  ** TOTAL RESPONDENTS ** 
                             Total    Catholics        
                               %       %           
Very closely                  22      32 
Somewhat closely              48      49 
Not very closely              18      14 
Not at all closely            11       4 
Don't know/ No answer          1       1 
 
q24 Do you think the Pope and the Vatican have done a good job or a poor job handling the 
recent reports of past sexual abuse of children by Catholic priests? 
 
Good job                      13      31 
Poor job                      66      58 
Don't know/ No answer         21      11 
 
q25 Do you think the problem of sexual abuse of children and teenagers is a more common 
problem in the Catholic Church than it is in other walks of life, or is it just as common 
a problem in other walks of life? 
 

Apr02c 
 % 

More common                   19       8      16 
As common                     72      88      77 
Don't know/ No answer          9       4       7 
 



q26 Do you think the Vatican is doing a better job today than it did in the past dealing 
with the problem of priests who abuse children, a worse job, or do you think there's not 
much difference? 
 

  ** TOTAL RESPONDENTS ** 
                             Total    Catholics        
                               %       %           
Better job                    31      49 
Worse job                      5       4 
No difference                 46      42 
Don't know/ No answer         18       5 
 
q27 Do you think the U.S. Bishops are doing a better job today than they did in the past 
dealing with the problem of priests who abuse children, a worse job, or do you think 
there's not much difference? 
 
Better job                    26      43 
Worse job                      5       3 
No difference                 47      48 
Don't know/ No answer         22       6 
  
q28 Has the Vatican's handling of recent reports of past sexual abuse of children by 
priests made you feel more positive toward the Catholic Church, more negative toward the 
Catholic Church, or has it had no effect on your views of the Catholic Church?  
 
Positive                       4       8 
Negative                      36      20 
No effect                     52      69 
DK/NA                          8       3 
 
q29 Do you think child sexual abuse by Catholic priests is mostly a thing of the past, or 
do you think child sexual abuse by Catholic priests is a problem that is still going on 
today? 
 
The past                      14      30 
Still going on today          73      55 
DK/NA                         13      15 
 
q30 In the past, do you think the Vatican MAINLY tried to prevent sexual abuse of 
children by priests, or MAINLY tried to cover up the problem?  
 
Prevent                        6      16 
Cover up                      80      74 
Both (vol.)                    2       3 
Don't know/ No answer         12       7 
 
q31 And how about now? Do you think the Vatican now is MAINLY trying to prevent sexual 
abuse of children by priests, or MAINLY trying to cover up the problem?  
 
Prevent                       50      75 
Cover up                      33      17 
Both (vol.)                    4       3 
Don't know/ No answer         13       5 
 



q32 What about the U.S. Bishops? In the past, do you think the U.S. Bishops MAINLY tried 
to prevent sexual abuse of children by priests, or MAINLY tried to cover up the problem?  
 

  ** TOTAL RESPONDENTS ** 
                             Total    Catholics        
                               %       %           
Prevent                       12      23 
Cover up                      69      64 
Both (vol.)                    2       3 
Don't know/ No answer         17      10 
 
q33 And how about now? Do you think the U.S. Bishops now are MAINLY trying to prevent 
sexual abuse of children by priests, or MAINLY trying to cover up the problem?  
 
Prevent                       53      79 
Cover up                      27      11 
Both (vol.)                    3       2 
Don't know/ No answer         18       8 
 
q34 How much confidence do you have in the Vatican to make the changes needed to prevent 
sexual abuse of children by priests in the future -- a lot, some, not much or none at 
all? 
 
A lot                         14      37 
Some                          40      45 
Not much                      24      10 
None                          15       4 
Don't know/ No answer          7       4 
 
q37 As you may know, in response to cases of sexual abuse of children by priests, anyone 
now wishing to enter the seminary to become a priest in the United States must undergo an 
intensive background check and psychological testing. Do you think this policy goes too 
far in screening prospective priests, does not go far enough, or is it about right? 
  
                                      Catholics        
                                       %           
Too far                                2 
Not far enough                        15 
About right                           79 
DK/NA                                  4 
 
q38 As you may know, according to a policy adopted by the U.S. Bishops in 2002, priests 
who have ever sexually abused a child in the past are now supposed to be permanently 
removed from the ministry and barred from performing priestly duties, but they would 
still remain a priest. Do you think this policy goes too far in punishing those priests, 
does not go far enough, or is it about right? 
 
Too far                                2 
Not far enough                        47 
About right                           48 
DK/NA                                  3 
 



q39 Do you think the U.S. Bishops have or have not enforced this policy since it was 
adopted in 2002 and removed priests who have sexually abused a child from the ministry, 
or don't you know enough about it to say? 
    
                                      Catholics        
                                       %           
Enforced                              23 
Not enforced                          14 
Don't know enough                     59 
DK/NA                                  4 
 
q40 Do you think celibacy among priests in the Catholic Church is a major factor 
contributing to child sexual abuse by priests, is it only a minor factor, or is it not a 
factor? 
 
Major factor                          31 
Minor factor                          28 
Not a factor                          35 
DK/NA                                  6 
   
q41 Do you think homosexuality among priests in the Catholic Church is a major factor 
contributing to child sexual abuse by priests, is it only a minor factor, or is it not a 
factor? 
 
Major factor                          30 
Minor factor                          23 
Not a factor                          37 
DK/NA                                 10 
   
q42 Do you think only allowing men to be priests in the Catholic Church is a major factor 
contributing to child sexual abuse by priests, is it only a minor factor, or is it not a 
factor? 
 
Major factor                          17 
Minor factor                          27 
Not a factor                          53 
DK/NA                                  3 
 
q43 Have the recent reports of past sexual abuse of children by priests led you to 
question the authority of the Vatican, or not? 
 
Yes                                   40 
No                                    55 
DK/NA                                  5 
 
q44 BLANK 
 
q45 Have the recent reports of past sexual abuse of children by priests made you more 
comfortable around your own parish priest, less comfortable or haven't they had any 
affect? 
 
More                                   4 
Less                                   6 
No affect                             88 
Don't know/No answer                   2 
 



q46 During the last 12 months, have you or other family members in your household given 
money to a Catholic parish or any other Catholic organization, or not? 
   
                                      Catholics        
                                       %           
Yes                                   79 
No                                    19 
DK/NA                                  2 
 
q47 As a result of the recent reports of past sexual abuse of children by priests, have 
your financial contributions to the Catholic Church increased, decreased, or stayed about 
the same? 
  
Increased                              2 
Decreased                             14 
Stayed the same                       79 
Never gave money (vol.)                2 
DK/NA                                  3 
 
q48 Have the recent reports of past sexual abuse of children by priests made you more 
likely to get involved with the activities of the Catholic Church in your community, less 
likely, or have they had no effect on how likely you are to get involved with the 
activities of the Catholic Church in your community? 
 
More likely                            9 
Less likely                           11 
No effect                             77 
DK/NA                                  3 
 
q49 What about your children?  Have the recent reports of past sexual abuse of children 
by priests made you more likely to encourage your children to get involved with the 
activities of the Catholic Church in your community, less likely, or have they had no 
effect on how likely you are to encourage your children to get involved with the 
activities of the Catholic Church in your community? 
 

** AMONG CATHOLICS WITH KIDS UNDER 18** 
More likely                            1 
Less likely                           11 
No effect                             87 
DK/NA                                  1 
 
q50 Have the recent reports of past sexual abuse of children by priests made you more 
likely to attend Mass, less likely, or have they had no effect on how likely you are to 
attend Mass? 
 

Catholics     
More likely                            4 
Less likely                           10 
No effect                             82 
DK/NA                                  4 
 
q51 As a result of the recent reports of past sexual abuse of children by priests, have 
you, personally, questioned whether you would remain in the Catholic Church, or not?  
 
Yes, have questioned                   9 
No, have not                          86 
DK/NA                                  5 



 



q52 Do you think the news media has accurately reported stories about child sex abuse by 
priests, or do you think they have blown the issue out of proportion? 
 

  ** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **                            
Total   Catholics         Apr94a              

      %    %       % 
Accurately reported           53      41      51 
Blown out of proportion       30      46      32 
Don't know/No answer          17      13      17 
 
q53 Compared to the way the news media have treated other religions, have the news media 
been harder on the Catholic Church, easier on the Catholic Church, or have they treated 
it the same as other religions?  
 
Harder                        34      64 
Easier                         7       3 
Same                          51      30 
Don't know/No answer           8       3 
 
q54 As you may know, the Vatican has begun a study of American nuns, mailing 
questionnaires to them and sending teams of investigators to personally meet with some of 
them. The Vatican and supporters of the study say its purpose is to examine the quality 
of life of nuns. Opponents of the study say its purpose is to reign in nuns who have 
taken a more modern interpretation of Catholic teaching. How much have you heard or read 
about this -- a lot, some, not too much or nothing at all? 
   
                                      Catholics        
                                       %           
A lot                                  3 
Some                                   9 
Not too much                          31 
Nothing at all                        56 
DK/NA                                  1 
 
q55 Do you support or oppose the Vatican conducting this study of American nuns? 
 
Support                               56 
Oppose                                21 
DK/NA                                 23 
 
q58-75 RELEASED SEPARATELY 
 
q78 Would you say you attend Mass more than once a week, once a week, once or twice a 
month, a few times a year, or never? 
 
More than once a week                  7 
Once a week                           40 
Once or twice a month                 22 
A few times a year                    25 
Never                                  5 
DK/NA                                  1 
 



q79 How important is religion in your daily life? Is it extremely important, very 
important, somewhat important, or not at all important?  
  

  ** TOTAL RESPONDENTS ** 
                             Total    Catholics         
                               %       %             
Extremely important           24      19 
Very important                28      40 
Somewhat important            30      39 
Not at all important          16       2 
Don't know/No answer           2       0 
 
   
 
Total Respondents:  1079 
Total Catholics:    412 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


